Abstract
INTRODUCTION
results, and (2) assets that produce something, which he calls the results as '' Product '' which is indicated by the formula '' P '' and Asset Capability ('capability') with '' PC '', as how to calculate production value and production capability; or P and PC.
When the Messenger of Allah. 
CONCLUSION
1. The purpose of the stated value of justice and balance is to realize alMashlahah al-Ammah (general benefit). The definition of balance is a stability of the conditions created by human effort which enables the realization of a material and immaterial value. Justice is associated with social, is a collaboration to produce people who unite organically, so that every member of the community has equal and real opportunities to grow and learn to live in their original abilities.
2. The application of Islamic / Islamic economic systems can alleviate poverty, insofar as capitalist and liberal economic systems are slowly internalized into the Islamic economic system through literacy and da'wah activities.
3. Islamic / Islamic economics views poverty and wealth as the right of every human being, whereas a capitalist economy views welfare as the right of individuals and groups.
4. The economic system of liberalism, capitalism and secularism has been rampant in the lives of Indonesian Muslims now even in the future.
